Alex Newman Nationwide Speaking Tour in Full Swing
There is a reason our nation has veered so far off course and — no, it’s not just the politicians
—it’s what has been transpiring in your children’s public school classrooms. Many Americans
have been deceived into believing that the government wants the best for your child. Yet,
traditional education methods have been put on the backburner for a much bigger agenda:
planting progressive ideals in classrooms, transforming American children into social activists,
and molding them into United Nations’ “global citizens.”
The New American author, speaker, and teacher Alex Newman is on a mission to expose this
threat to faith, family, and freedom, while also revealing solutions through a nationwide summer
speaking tour.
The good news is Alex’s 2019 summer tour is already off and running! He’s successfully spoken
in Georgia, South Carolina, and Virginia. His next stops are in Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, and soon in Kalispell, Montana!
The government schools are systematically indoctrinating and dumbing down children, turning
them against their parents, against their families, against their churches, against our country,
against the Founding Fathers of our country, against our Constitution and our freedoms, and our
Republic will not survive too far into the future if we allow this to continue.

Be a part of the solution!
We encourage you to attend his speaking engagement
in Kalispell at Sykes Downstairs Meeting Room
202 2nd avenue West
Friday, July 5th from 5:30 to 7:30 pm.
This event is free and open to the public
Educators and elected representatives encouraged to attend
Alex has a B.S. degree in journalism from the University of Florida with
an emphasis on economics and international relations, as well as an
A.A. degree in foreign languages from Miami-Dade College. He is
co-author of the book Crimes of the Educators, and currently serves
as a foreign correspondent for The New American magazine and an
Advanced Economics teacher at FreedomProject Academy.

